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1 Caution: The Differences Between CT and ACT May Be Larger
2 (and Smaller) Than They Appear
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910 Hofmann and Asmundson (this issue) offer an overview of
11 cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT) as well as its similarities
12 and differences from so-called “third-generation” behavior
13 therapies, particularly Acceptance and Commitment Ther-
14 apy (ACT). In this commentary we suggest that CBT is most
15 accurately viewed as a broad family of distinct psychother-
16 apy models that includes the traditional Beckian approach
17 of cognitive therapy as well as newer acceptance-based
18 approaches such as ACT. We argue that Hofmann and
19 Asmundson's discussion of the differences in CT and ACT's
20 view of the causal role of cognition lacks clarity. For
21 instance, the behavior analytic framework of ACT does not
22 categorically deny any causal role of cognitions in behav-
23 ioral and emotional responses. Similarly, we disagree with
24 the authors’ contention that CT utilizes primarily anteced-
25 ent-focused and ACT employs response-focused emotion
26 regulation strategies. In addition, we take the view that the
27 empirical evidence for CT, although very impressive, does
28 not reduce the impetus to innovate. We object to some of
29 Hofmann and Asmundson's interpretation of component
30 and mediational analyses and argue that the field does, in
31 fact, need to question CT's postulated mechanism of action
32 (i.e., cognitive change), both on theoretical and pragmatic
33 grounds. At the same time, although preliminary research
34 on ACT is promising, we suggest that its proponents need to
35 be appropriately humble in their claims. In particular, like
36 CT, ACT cannot yet make strong claims that its unique and
37 theory-driven intervention components are active ingredi-
38 ents in its effects. We conclude that the fundamental

39differences between CT and ACT are philosophical and
40theoretical rather than technological.

41
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46THE PAST DECADE HAS witnessed the rapid rise of
47models of psychotherapy that highlight the impor-
48tance of entanglement with distressing thoughts,
49feelings, and other subjective experiences in the
50etiology and maintenance of psychopathology, and
51of experiential acceptance and mindfulness tech-
52nologies in its treatment. Sometimes referred to as
53“third generation” psychotherapies (to distinguish
54them from earlier generations that focused on
55conditioning principles and then on cognitive
56change strategies), these approaches are often
57compared to more established models of cognitive
58behavior therapy (CBT). Proponents of third
59generation approaches argue that they are different
60and innovative relative to traditional models, both
61theoretically and technologically. Others have
62taken the position that so-called third generation
63approaches offer nothing substantively new. Not
64surprisingly, this has led to considerable controver-
65sy, and to sometimes heated debates, regarding the
66substantive claims on both sides.
67In this context, Hofmann and Asmundson (this
68issue) offer an overview of traditional CBT. They
69highlight the distinguishing feature of this perspec-
70tive, i.e., that “cognitions causally influence emo-
71tions and behaviors” (p. 5). They correctly note that
72CBT cannot be reduced to simple-minded replacing
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73 of “bad” thoughts with “good” ones, nor does it
74 aim to encourage thought suppression or emotional
75 avoidance techniques. Hofmann and Asmundson
76 also review data from various sources supporting
77 the effectiveness of CBT interventions for a variety
78 of psychiatric disorders, the cognitive model on
79 which these treatments are predicated, and for the
80 mediational role of cognitive constructs. The
81 authors touch briefly on one prominent third-
82 generation model, Acceptance and Commitment
83 Therapy (ACT; Hayes, Strosahl & Wilson, 1999),
84 but their brief analysis misses important substantive
85 issues. In this commentary, we comment on the
86 specific claims made on behalf of traditional CBT,
87 discuss how these relate to emerging work on ACT,
88 and provide thoughts for further research in this
89 area.
90 It is important at the outset to be clear about
91 terminology. Hofmann and Asmundson (this issue)
92 claim to speak for a broad approach known as
93 CBT, which they define as endorsing the centrality
94 of the causal role of cognitions with respect to
95 emotion and behavior. In fact, as now commonly
96 used, the term CBT has become much broader. The
97 term does not describe a particular theory, psycho-
98 therapy model, or group of technologies, but rather
99 a very broad family of psychotherapies that share
100 core cognitive and behavioral strategies as well as a
101 commitment to scientific empiricism (Forman &
102 Herbert, 2009). The definition of a CBT need not
103 include a belief in the causal role of cognition or the
104 use of cognitive disputation strategies. What
105 Hofmann and Asmundson describe as CBT is
106 more accurately described as cognitive therapy
107 (CT; Beck, 1976; 2005), one particular model
108 within the larger CBT family. Likewise, ACT and
109 other new acceptance- and mindfulness-oriented
110 psychotherapies (e.g., Dialectical Behavior Thera-
111 py, Linehan, 1993; Mindfulness-Based Cognitive
112 Therapy, Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002) are
113 themselves part of the larger CBT family. Attempt-
114 ing to contrast CBTwith ACT represents a category
115 error, analogous to comparing “trees” with
116 “oaks.” Rather, it makes more sense to compare
117 specific models within CBT, such as CT and ACT.
118 Because Hofmann and Asmundson's discussion of
119 CBT more accurately refers to CT, we use the latter
120 term in an attempt to be more precise.

121 The Causal Role of Cognition
122 Hofmann and Asmundson (this issue) correctly
123 note that the key distinguishing feature of CT is the
124 centrality of cognitive causes. They write, “Nega-
125 tive emotions and harmful behaviors are products
126 of dysfunctional thoughts and cognitive distor-

127tions” (p. 6). They go on to claim that ACT affords
128no such causal role to cognitive factors:

129This view is in stark contrast to other theorists
130who reject the notion that cognitions can cause
131emotions and behaviors ( Q1Wilson, 1997; Wilson,
132Hayes, & Gifford, 1997). For example, Wilson
133and colleagues have stated that “Cognition plays
134an important role in the regulation of other forms
135of behaviors (…), but it is not a causal role” (p. 5)

136

137Wilson and colleagues’ writings on this subject
138appear confusing and seemingly contradictory,
139especially to scholars unfamiliar with the behavior
140analytic tradition. Perhaps for this reason, Hof-
141mann and Asmundson's interpretation of their
142claims about the role of cognition reflect a
143superficial understanding of their perspective. In
144fact, the behavior analytic tradition, and by
145extension ACT, does indeed speak of cognitive
146factors as causal, but just not in the same way that
147CT does. To understand the ACT position, one
148must appreciate behavior analytic perspectives on
149“private” (i.e., internal) causes. Behavior analysts
150have long accepted that thoughts can participate in
151causal chains between antecedent events and
152behavioral outcomes. However, rather than a
153simple bivariate causal chain, the goal is to analyze
154how environmental events cause (a) cognition, (b)
155behavioral actions, and (c) the relation between the
156two (Hayes & Wilson, 1995). As such, cognition is
157given no special status and in fact is viewed as one
158form of behavior (Wilson et al., 1997). It is
159noteworthy that three decades ago Zuriff (1979)
160discussed 10 distinct ways in which internal events
161such as thoughts can play a causal role with respect
162to behavior according to the quintessential behav-
163iorist B. F. Skinner.
164Behavior analysts do not assume that when
165cognition co-occurs with overt behaviors, thoughts
166caused the action; this causative link must be
167demonstrated. Cognitive therapists, on the other
168hand, are much quicker to attribute causal primacy
169to cognitions when they co-occur with a behavior of
170interest. For example, consider a woman who,
171around the presence of strangers, has thoughts
172about being negatively evaluated and marked social
173avoidance. The cognitive therapist would likely
174assume that the fears of negative evaluation cause
175her behavioral avoidance. The ACT therapist, on
176the other hand, would view the degree to which her
177avoidance followed from her fearful thoughts to be
178a target in and of itself. A fundamental distinction
179between the two approaches lies in what is
180considered a complete causal analysis. By highlight-
181ing the causal role of cognitions, CT does not
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182 require an explication of the origin of the cognitions
183 themselves. It is enough to understand how specific
184 cognitive factors give rise to specific emotional and
185 behavioral effects. In contrast, behavior analytic
186 perspectives, while acknowledging a possible causal
187 role of cognitions, require that the causal chain be
188 traced as much as possible to factors outside the
189 individual. In this way, external, and thus, manip-
190 ulable, causal factors are identified. One cannot
191 directly manipulate thoughts or other internal
192 phenomena; the only way to impact them is
193 through some environmental intervention. Such
194 interventions can include a wide range of possible
195 factors, including specific verbalizations by a
196 psychotherapist. Cognitive theorists, on the other
197 hand, view this prioritization of external causes as
198 arbitrary (Bandura, 1981). For the reasons de-
199 scribed above, however, the distinction is anything
200 but arbitrary for the behavior analyst. Instead, it is
201 CT's prioritization of cognition over other causes
202 that the behavior analytic framework sees as
203 arbitrary. If, as Hofmann and Asmundson, state,
204 “…the relationship between emotions and cogni-
205 tions is bi-directional because changes in emotions
206 can also lead to changes in cognitions” (p. 5), why
207 privilege cognition over emotion and behavior? If
208 cognitive, affective, and behavioral phenomena are
209 all interdependent and mutually determined, what
210 is the basis for highlighting one over the others?
211 The foregoing is not, of course, intended to be a
212 thoroughgoing analysis of causation in CBT, a task
213 that would obviously be far beyond the scope of
214 this brief commentary. Rather, we wish simply to
215 illustrate that the ACT perspective on the causal
216 status of cognition is much more nuanced than
217 reflected in Hofmann and Asmundson's descrip-
218 tion. Both ACT and CT acknowledge cognitive
219 causes, but differ in the degree of emphasis placed
220 on such causes, and more importantly on the
221 specific role they play in theoretical analyses.

222 Antecedent vs. Response-Focused
223 Emotion Regulation
224 We are intrigued byHofmann and Asmundson (this
225 issue) notion that traditional CBT strategies such as
226 restructuring are antecedent-focused emotion regu-
227 lation strategies (i.e., “strategies that occur before
228 the emotional response has been fully activated”),
229 whereas acceptance- and mindfulness-based strate-
230 gies are response-focused strategies (i.e., strategies
231 “to alter the expression or experience of an emotion
232 after the response tendency has been initiated”;
233 Gross, 1998). However, we are not convinced that
234 this division is accurate. It is possible, for example,
235 that most cognitive restructuring takes place well
236 after the emotional response has been fully activat-

237ed. In fact, Q2Barber and DeRubeis (1991) present
238empirical evidence that this is the case. Also, it
239seems perfectly plausible that the less avoidant and
240judgmental mindset that acceptance interventions
241train are brought to bear at least as early as
242traditional cognitive strategies, and thus should be
243classified as antecedent strategies. In addition,
244experiential acceptance can be viewed as a long-
245term antecedent-focused strategy in the sense that
246acceptance of a distressing experience without
247struggle and concomitant focus on achieving
248greater behavioral flexibility likely lead to a
249decrease in distress over time. Moreover, ACT
250makes a distinction between the reactions directly
251elicited by a stimulus (e.g., the experience of pain
252resulting from a physical injury, psychological pain
253resulting from loss of a loved one) and the added
254distress that can result from efforts to eliminate
255these primary experiences. By fully accepting the
256former, one can decrease the latter. This process
257would also presumably be classified as antecedent-
258focused.
259Hofmann and Asmundson's (this issue) view that
260ACT prohibits emotion regulation reflects another
261(perhaps understandable) misinterpretation of the
262ACT model. First, there is no blanket prohibition in
263ACT against efforts to modify distressing thoughts,
264feelings, sensations, memories, etc., provided that
265such efforts are effective and do not cause more
266problems than they solve. On the other hand, it is
267certainly true that the ACT model highlights the
268pernicious effects of experiential avoidance (i.e.,
269efforts to change one's thoughts, feelings, and other
270internal states even when doing so is ineffective,
271causes harm, or both), and ACT therapists tend to be
272skeptical of both the value and necessity of direct
273cognitive and affective change strategies (so skepti-
274cal, at times, as to sow confusion on this point).
275Although CT and ACTmake use of both antecedent
276and response-focused emotion regulation strategies,
277each approach uses the strategies in different ways,
278with different emphases, and for different purposes.
279In sum, the antecedent-response distinction does not
280map well onto the CT-ACT distinction.

281Outcome and Process
282There is no doubt that considerable evidence has
283accumulated over the past three decades on the
284efficacy of CT for a wide range of conditions.
285Hofmann and Asmundson (this issue) correctly
286conclude that CT has unparalleled scientific support
287from large, well-controlled studies, and further
288imply that CT is highly effective and well estab-
289lished, and that ACT is neither. Although more
290limited efficacy data are available in the case of ACT
291relative to CT and proponents of ACT should
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292 temper their claims about its effectiveness accord-
293 ingly, this state of affairs is to be expected given
294 ACT's relative newness and the speed at which a
295 field of study can advance. In addition, Hofmann
296 and Asmundson barely acknowledge the rapidly
297 growing evidence base for ACT, including meta-
298 analyses suggesting that ACT results in gains
299 comparable to (and sometimes surpassing) alterna-
300 tive treatments, including CT (e.g., Powers, Zum
301 Vörde Sive Vörding, & Emmelkamp, 2009). Even a
302 conservative reading of the extant literature suggests
303 that ACT is quite promising and warrants further
304 investigation in large-scale clinical trials. Moreover,
305 Hofmann and Asmundson's citing the fact that
306 various CT protocols meet the APA's criteria for
307 empirically supported treatments (ESTs) is not
308 really saying much. As we have argued elsewhere
309 (Herbert, 2003), the criteria for defining such
310 treatments are highly flawed to the point of being
311 meaningless. In fact, in recognition of the serious
312 problems with the original EST criteria, the field has
313 moved away from such lists in favor of identification
314 of empirically supported treatment principles
315 (Rosen & Davison, 2003) and treatment guidelines
316 (Herbert & Gaudiano, 2005). Finally, it is impor-
317 tant not to rest on our laurels.While acknowledging
318 the impressive literature on CT, it is also important
319 to appreciate that many patients do not respond to
320 current treatments, and even among those who do
321 respond, most remain at least somewhat symptom-
322 atic or impaired following treatment. Neither
323 authoritative appeal to EST lists nor appreciation
324 of the ground-breaking and award-winningwork of
325 Aaron Beck should stifle innovation (Moran, 2008).
326 We also disagree with Hofmann and Asmundson
327 (this issue) conclusions regardingmediation. To state
328 that, “a wealth of experimental evidence clearly
329 supports the central assumptions of the cognitive
330 model” (p. 11) appears to overly emphasize literature
331 that supports cognitivemodelswhile ignoring studies
332 that have failed to demonstrate cognitive mediation
333 (see Longmore & Worrell, 2007). Additionally,
334 Hofmann and Asmundson fail to acknowledge the
335 substantial mediational literature within ACT. This
336 literature suggests that ACT-consistent processes
337 (e.g., reductions in experiential avoidance) are
338 reliable mediators of ACT interventions (Levin,
339 Yadavaia, Hildebrandt, & Hayes, 2007).
340 Component-control studies (with additive or
341 subtractive designs) represent another approach to
342 studying mechanisms of action in psychotherapy. A
343 surprisingly large set of component analysis studies
344 across depression, social anxiety, PTSD, GAD, and
345 OCD have revealed that adding cognitive strategies
346 to behavioral strategies offers no advantage or, in
347 some cases, possibly even a disadvantage (Longmore

348& Worrell, 2007). In contrast to some psychother-
349apy researchers who view these designs as critical to
350establishing cause-effect relationships (Borkovec &
351Sibrava, 2005; Lohr, Lilienfeld, Tolin, & Herbert,
3521999), Hofmann and Asmundson (this issue) have a
353curious take on such studies. They argue that
354component control studies are completely irrelevant
355to the question of the causal mechanisms of CT.
356Essentially, the argument is that cognitive change can
357be produced by a variety of means, including
358interventions that do not directly target cognitions.
359So if a noncognitive intervention is as effective as a
360classic cognitive intervention, it may be that both
361operate by means of cognitive change. Thus, only
362studies of statistical mediation are thought to address
363causal questions. Such an argument comes danger-
364ously close to a post hoc effort to escape empirical
365refutation, which would render the cognitive model
366tautological and untestable. Moreover, Hofmann
367and Asmundson do not acknowledge the pragmatic
368implications of the extant component analysis
369studies, i.e., that direct cognitive change strategies
370(potentially) ought not to be a part of psychothera-
371peutic interventions, as time spent training therapists
372in these strategies and administering them to clients
373might be better spent otherwise. To be fair, ACT has
374not yet been subjected to component analyses, and it
375is quite possible that some of its strategies are also
376superfluous.
377The fact that the majority of component control
378studies have failed to support incremental effects of
379direct cognitive change strategies, combined with
380the mixed results of statistical mediation analyses,
381raise doubts about the specific causal role of
382cognitive change in CT. In discussing these findings,
383Hofmann and Asmundson state that,

384. . . an argument of some critics of CBT is that the
385CBT is invalid because treatment component ana-
386lyses have not consistently demonstrated that the
387cognitive component is more effective than exposure
388without explicit cognitive intervention. This is not a
389valid criticism because a component analyses is
390neither a necessary nor a sufficient test for the
391cognitive model ( Q3Hofmann, 2008a) . . . (p. 11).

392

393No quotation is given to support the assertion
394that critics of CT have dismissed it as “invalid,” and
395we know of no leading critics of CT or proponents
396of alternative approaches who have made such
397sweeping conclusions. Rather, questions have been
398raised about the presumed mechanisms of CT,
399including both the necessity of direct cognitive
400change interventions and the causal status of
401cognitive change in CT's effects. But this is a far
402cry from declaring CT “invalid.”
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403 The Importance of Cognition
404 To illustrate the importance of cognition in the
405 genesis and treatment of psychopathology, as well as
406 in human behavior more broadly, Hofmann and
407 Asmundson (this issue) contrast traditional behav-
408 ioral learning theory accounts of various clinical
409 phenomena with modern cognitive accounts. They
410 argue that analyses that omit cognitive factors will be
411 incomplete. The irony is that proponents of third-
412 generation approaches would agree wholeheartedly
413 with Hofmann and Asmundson's conclusions. Pro-
414 ponents of ACT, for example, argue that traditional
415 learning theory accounts of human behavior were
416 limited by their failure to provide an adequate
417 account of language and cognition. RFT is an
418 attempt to provide just such a theoretical account,
419 and ACT is the technological application of that
420 theory. This is not to suggest that the specific theories
421 underlying CT and ACT are the same; it should be
422 clear by now that they are not. However, both
423 approaches share the conviction that theories of
424 psychopathology must address the role of cognition.

425 Concluding Thoughts
426 We have attempted elsewhere to compare and
427 contrast CT and ACT, as prototypical models of so-
428 called second-generation and third-generation
429 CBTs, respectively, along philosophical, theoreti-
430 cal, and technological grounds (Forman&Herbert,
431 2009). Although there are indeed important differ-
432 ences along each of these dimensions, there is also a
433 great deal of overlap. Comparisons of the models
434 typically highlight distinctions, and common
435 ground can be obscured. Ultimately, both CT and
436 ACT aim to reduce human suffering and are
437 committed to a scientific epistemology.
438 Themost critical differences between CT andACT
439 are at the level of theory and philosophy. Philosoph-
440 ically, although the twomodels sharemany common
441 values, they differ somewhat regarding their respec-
442 tive visions of a scientific research program andwhat
443 constitutes probative data. Such assumptions are pre-
444 analytical, and cannot be directly pitted against one
445 another in experimental tests. Although certain
446 theoretical concepts can be directly compared, even
447 there data will rarely be conclusive because they will
448 be interpreted through the lenses of distinct theoret-
449 ical systems that are in turn shaped by basic,
450 paradigmatic philosophical differences. For exam-
451 ple, Bach and Hayes (2002) and Gaudiano and
452 Herbert (2006a, 2006b) found that treatment of
453 psychotic inpatients resulted in decreases in the
454 believability of hallucinations, and that such changes
455 mediated not only reductions in psychotic symptoms
456 but decreases in rehospitalization rates over follow-
457 up periods. Proponents of ACT would explain these

458results in terms of modified stimulus relations. Even
459though the treatment did not specifically target
460changing the content of hallucinations or increasing
461reality testing, cognitive therapists would have no
462problem explaining these results as stemming from a
463change in beliefs about the reality or meaning of the
464hallucinatory experiences. In fact, it is difficult to
465imagine a result from either an ACT or a CT study
466that could not be readily explained within the
467framework of the opposing paradigm. Ultimately,
468then, the value of the respective programs will be
469determined less by critical head-to-head experiments,
470but rather by how well the theories generate risky
471predictions that stand up to experimental tests, and
472the utility of the resulting technologies.
473So where does this leave us? First, proponents of
474either perspective should bewilling to embrace useful
475technological innovations from the other without
476hesitation. Technical eclecticism in this sense makes
477infinitely more sense that theoretical dogmatism.
478Even themost ardent proponents ofCTacknowledge
479that the third-generation CBT models have yielded
480interesting technological innovations (Leahy, 2003).
481Likewise, ACT therapists already readily incorporate
482traditional behavioral technologies into their treat-
483ment protocols. They should not reflexively reject
484even direct cognitive change interventions when
485those are theoretically compatible and technically
486useful. An obvious example is the provision of
487psychoeducation about the role of anxious arousal in
488panic attacks. ACT proponents ought to acknowl-
489edge the possibility that there may exist certain
490contexts in which direct cognitive change strategies
491yield better results than acceptance-based strategies.
492Or, perhaps future empirical work will suggest that
493the most effective approach is to engage in a limited
494restructuring phase, after which the patient is
495encouraged to cease all cognitive change attempts
496and adapt an accepting stance. In fact, we have found
497anecdotal support within our own clinical work for
498just such a hybrid strategy. Finally, it is absolutely
499critical to productive dialogue that critics of any
500particular psychotherapy strive to achieve a suffi-
501ciently deep understanding of the approach, not only
502in terms of its technology but its theory as well.
503Otherwise, we risk attacking straw men, which
504serves no useful purpose.

505 Q4Uncited reference
506Herbert et al., 2009
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